A Speaker Recognition Method Based on Personal Identification Voice and Trapezoidal Fuzzy Similarity
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Abstract: A text-dependent speaker recognition method is proposed using trapezoidal fuzzy similarity function to measure the similarity of voice features between a test user and the registered speaker who has nearest distance. The trapezoidal fuzzy similarity function is constructed based on three-time data recorded during enrolment process as personal identification voice (PIV) and statistical data of an individual recorded many times in a long time period to cover the intra-variation. A set of acoustic voice features is also introduced to present some general speaker and text dependent characteristics that are effective for modeling PIV, thus allowing to capture the inter-variation from one speaker to another. The experimental results on 24 speakers recorded in four different sessions show that, without false acceptation, the proposed system can decrease 30.05% of false rejection cases, compared to the traditional nearest neighbor approach. The focus of this work is on applications which require fast processing and few burdens for users.
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1. Introduction

Speaker recognition, i.e., a technique to automatically recognize speakers from their voices, has various applications to access control to restricted services such as access to banking, database services, shopping or voice mail, and access to secure equipments or areas where mostly required a real-time processing with high security level and as fewer burdens for users as possible.

Focusing on the application of access control to restricted areas, this work limits the number of times that an user has to utter during the enrolment (registration) process to three times. During the enrolment process, speakers are asked to utter the same word or sentence three times in the same way as possible which is considered to be their personal identification voice (PIV). The PIV here includes characteristics of both word or sentence being spoken and the speaker’s voice. The system only accepts registered users with their registered PIV.

Two fundamental issues regarding a text-dependent speaker recognition system are feature extraction and matching. The former involves finding features which can distinguish the Personal Identification Voice (PIV) of one person to another. The later is the process of recognizing users automatically using those features. For access control system, this involves identifying users and authenticating their identity. Furthermore, for the system that implies few burdens for users or few data for enrolment, the capture of feature variations of a person in different times is also a critical issue.

There are two popular approaches for feature extraction. The first one is to use traditional acoustic features such as formant frequencies, pitch, energy of the registered voice, which can present physical characteristics of the speaker and the utterance [14]. This approach is successfully used in several difficult tasks [5, 6]. The second approach is to use spectral representation of speech signal such as linear prediction coding [13], mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients [12], being this approach is suitable for matching based on statistical model. The feature extraction process in the second approach, however, has a large computation cost due to the repetition of the process on a large number of small segments of the speech, and thus it is still not appropriate for real-time applications. In this work, we follow the first approach and propose two new features besides the traditional ones. Those are Energy Increasing Frequency (EIF) and Voice Valley Number (VVN), as well as the introduction of Bounded Variation Quantity (BVQ) as an additional voice feature.

The techniques for matching speakers based on the extracted features can be categorized into two main approaches. The first approach is to model the speaker-dependent acoustic features and then compare these acoustic features in a test utterance using models such as Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [4], Vector Quantization (VQ) [15-17, 19]. Finally, the speaker recognition is performed using either maximum likelihood [4] or nearest neighbor distance [18, 15, 16]. The second approach is the use of discriminative neural networks (NN) such as multi-layer perceptrons [7], time-delay NN [8], and radial basis functions [9]. This approach has good speaker recognition performance, compared to others but its
limitation is that the complete network has to be retrained when a new speaker is added to the system. The proposed system falls into the first approach that builds reference models for recognition. Different from GMM or VQ approaches which build a probabilistic model by repeatedly extracting features from many small segments of the speech, and thus are capacity and time-consuming, the proposed system uses PIV features of the whole speech signal and stores a vector of mean values of each feature as the reference model. This allows the system to easily adapt to new data and hence, it can be implemented on real-time applications.

The main issue of this approach is that the use of only the nearest neighbor distance is not enough to decide whether to accept or reject a test user. This issue could be solved by setting distance thresholds for the acceptance and rejection regions. It, however, actually does not improve performance considerably because if one changes the threshold to a lower false acceptance rate, then the false rejection rate increases. In this work, a trapezoidal fuzzy similarity (TFS) function is proposed to evaluate the similarity between the test user and the speaker to whom the test user has the nearest distance. The TFS is derived from the data that the user uttered during the enrolment and the statistical data of a user recorded in a long period to generalize and absorb the variation of feature value of one person, thus giving more accurate decisions.

Speakers are asked to utter the same word or sentence, which is considered to be their Personal Identification Voice (PIV), three times for the enrolment, and another utterance of the same PIV is used to test the proposed system. From the enrolment data, speakers’ features are extracted and then vectors containing the mean values of each feature are stored as the speaker reference model. At the same time, the system stores the TFS function for each speaker to be used in the decision process. In addition, for the test utterance, the system extracts features of this uttered PIV, finds the speaker with the nearest distance and calculates the fuzzy similarity of the test user to that speaker to decide either to accept or to reject.

A database of 24 speakers’ PIV recorded in four different sessions is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed system and that of the traditional nearest neighbor approach. The experiment is performed on the registered users to check false rejection rate and on unregistered users to check false acceptance rate. The experiment shows that with 0% of false acceptance, the proposed system can decrease 30.05% of false rejection cases, compared to the traditional nearest neighbor approach.

The proposed method is presented in II and the experimental results are shown in III. Discussion is presented in IV.

2. Speaker recognition based on personal identification voice and trapezoidal fuzzy similarity function

The speaker recognition for an access control system involves identifying which speaker among the registered ones matches the best with the test user and then verifying if the test user is that speaker. In order to do this task, two main processes
that have to be included are the data collection to construct speaker models, and then the testing process.

Focus on the access control applications which require fast processing and as few burdens for users as possible, the number of time that one user has to utter his or her PIV during the registration (enrolment) process is limited to three times. From the enrolment data, speakers’ features are extracted and then vectors containing mean values of each feature are stored as speaker reference models. At the same time, the system stores the TFS function for each speaker to be used in the decision process. Fig. 1 shows the data collection and making reference models for identification and verification tasks. Each registered speaker has two reference models: Model 1 is used for speaker identification (SI) task and Model 2 is used for speaker verification (SV) task.

![Fig. 1. Data collection to construct reference models for each speaker](image)

For the testing process, the test user is required to utter the PIV that she/he used in the registration process. The system extracts the features, then calculates the distances from the feature vector of the test user to those of all registered speakers and designates the speaker with the minimum distance as the best match. After that, the system consults the TFS model of that speaker in the database and calculates the fuzzy similarity between the PIV of the speaker and that of the test user in order to decide whether to accept the test user or to reject. This process is presented in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Proposed recognition system](image)

Suppose that the number of registered speakers available in the database $S$ is $N$, that is:

\[
S = \{s_{i,m}\}, \quad i = 1, 2, ..., N, \quad m \in \{1, 2, 3\},
\]

where $i$ is the speaker ID, $m$ is the order of the data recording and $s_{i,m}$ is PIV utterance of the speaker $i$ at the $m$-th record.
2.1. Voice feature analysis

Although no speech feature is infallible at distinguishing speakers, the speech spectrum has been shown to be very effective for speaker identification [10]. Besides the application of the traditional acoustic features such as length \((f_{m,1})\), energy \((f_{m,2})\), zero-crossing rate \((f_{m,3})\), formant frequency 1 and 2 \((f_{m,4}, f_{m,5})\), this work introduces the Bounded Variation Quantity (BVQ) \((f_{m,6})\) feature [3], and proposes the Energy Increase Frequency (EIF) \((f_{m,7})\), and the Voice Valley Number (VVN) \((f_{m,9})\). Although these acoustic features change each time users pronounce their PIV, they do not vary much. On the other hand, these features change very much from user to user. The effectiveness of the features used for speaker identification is examined by the discriminate ability for a certain database.

Before extracting voice features, the pre-processing of all the data is necessary. This process consists of cutting off all the irrelevant starting and ending parts and is done based on the frame energy threshold. After the feature extraction, values of all features have to be normalized in order to be used in the identification and verification process.

2.1.1. Bounded Variation Quantity (BVQ) \((f_{m,6})\)

Bounded variation quantity \(V_{s_{i,m}}(t, \tau)\) of a signal \(s_{i,m}\) at time \(t\) for an observed duration \(\tau\) is known to be an effective feature for pattern recognition [3] and is calculated as \(V_{s_{i,m}}(t, \tau):\)

\[
(2) 
\quad f_{m,6} = V_{s_{i,m}}(t, \tau) = \sum_{j=0}^{\tau/\Delta} |s_{i,m}(t - j\Delta) - s_{i,m}(t)|,
\]

where \(\Delta\) is sampling time-interval, and \(\tau/\Delta\) is the number of checking points. When use BVQ to evaluate the similarity between two signals, the two signals have to have the same number of checking points. The observed time \(\tau\) is chosen to be the length of the input signal, or \(\tau = f_{m,1}\), \(\Delta\) is adjusted such that \(\tau/\Delta = \text{const}\). We use 1325 check points to calculate BVQ. This number of check points is confirmed experimentally.

2.1.2. Energy Increase Frequency (EIF) \((f_{m,7})\)

When a user utters the same PIV at different times, the way he/she stresses the word (increasing or decreasing energy of the voice) does not vary much. Thus, the frequency of the increasing energy EIF of the user’s pronounced PIV may not change significantly.
Frames’ energy change

[Graph showing energy change over frames]

Fig. 3. EIF of “U-e-ha-ra-yu-ki-ko” utterance from a user

The observations show that by calculating the energy of each small frame, it is possible to find out how a user stresses a word. Fig. 3 shows the energy variation by frame (256 samples per frame) of a user with the utterance “U-e-ha-ra-yu-ki-ko” in three times. If we divide the input signal into frames of 256 samples, the number of frames is:

\[ FN = \left\lfloor \frac{f_{\text{in}}, l}{256} \right\rfloor. \]

EIF is defined as follows:

\[
\text{EIF} \triangleq f_{\text{in}}, l^{n+1} \sum_{i=1}^{\text{FN}} \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } E_i < E_{i+1} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases},
\]

where \( E_i \) is the energy of \( l \)-th frame. With the above definition, EIF value of the user in Fig. 3 is EIF=11, 11, 11 at three different sessions.

2.1.3. Voice Valley Number (VVN) \((f_{\text{in}}, m, 8)\)

To analyze the waveform in more detail, the input signal is smoothed by applying a filter such as Butterworth. Fig. 4 shows the waveform of the utterance “Ro-bo-to” after being smoothed. It is observed that the number of valleys of the wave varies depending on the chosen PIV and the way he/she speaks. However, from time to time, these valleys change slightly even for a single person. To prevent this intra-variation, amplitudes and time thresholds are used to define “valley”. A portion of signal is called valley if and only if it satisfies the following condition:

\[
y(t) = \delta, \quad t = t_i \quad \text{or} \quad t = t_z, \\
y(t) < \delta, \quad t \in (t_i, t_z),
\]

\[ t_z - t_i > \tau > 0, \]
where $\delta$ is the amplitude threshold and $\tau$ is the time threshold. These two thresholds are optimized to make the number of valleys stable for each user and to maximize the discriminate ability of the feature for a certain database. VVN is defined as the number of voice valley that satisfies the condition in (5). For this definition, the VVN of the user in Fig. 4 is equal to 2.

2.2. Speaker reference model for identification based on the Nearest Neighbor Approach

Based on the features extracted from the PIV a user utters three times during the registration process, the system builds a speaker reference model that is used in the identification process. A speaker reference model is an 8-dimension feature vector, in which the element in each dimension is the average of a feature evaluated at three different times. The reference model for speaker $i$ is:

$$\vec{F}_i = (f^a_{i,1}, f^a_{i,2}, \ldots, f^a_{i,8}),$$

(6)

$$f^a_{i,j} = \frac{1}{3} \sum_{m=1}^{3} f_{i,m,j}, \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, 8,$$

Where $f_{i,m,j}$ is the value of feature $j$-th at the $m$-th recording during the enrolment of speaker $i$. The proposed system uses 8 features, $j=1, 2, \ldots, 8$. This speaker model is stored in the system to be used in the identification process.

For the testing process, the test user is required to utter the PIV that she/he used in the registration process. The system extracts the 8 afore mentioned features, building a feature vector $\vec{x} = \{x_j; j = 1, 2, \ldots, 8\}$ and calculate the distances between this feature vector to all speaker models in the database. Then the Euclidean
distance \( d(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{F}_i) \) from the feature vector of the test user \( \mathbf{x} \) to that of speaker model \( i \) in the database \( \mathbf{F}_i \) is denoted as \( d_i \) and calculated as:

\[
d_i = d(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{F}_i) = \sqrt{\sum_{j=1}^{8} (x_j - f^*_j)^2}.
\]

The system then assigns the speaker \( s'_i \) as the one to whom the test user’s feature vector is closest:

\[
s'_i = \arg \min_{s \in S} (d_i).
\]

2.3. Speaker verification based on Trapezoidal fuzzy similarity

After the system identifies the speaker \( s'_i \) as the one being the most similar to the test user, it is necessary to verify whether the test user is really speaker \( s'_i \). In this process, a Trapezoidal Fuzzy Similarity (TFS) function is proposed to score the similarity between the PIV uttered by the test user and that of the speaker \( s'_i \).

![Fig. 5. Trapezoidal fuzzy similarity](image)

The TFS function is constructed to estimate the speaker models for all the registered speakers in the database, and then the fuzzy similarity between the PIV of the test user and that of the referenced speaker is calculated. The speaker model of a user \( i \) based on TFS is shown in Fig. 5, where \( A_{ij}, B_{ij}, D_{ij} \) represent the minimum, maximum and mean values of the enrolment data for feature \( j \) and user \( i \); and “range” represents the estimated variation of that feature for a specific user. It is estimated from the statistical data of one user recorded 242 times at different times in different days. An example for the length feature is shown in Fig. 6.

The statistical data shows that the feature distribution of one person is very close to a normal distribution. Therefore, it is assumed that the feature values for one person follow a normal distribution, and the range is estimated through the standard deviation \( \sigma \). The value of “range” is chosen as \( 6\sigma \) because for a normal
distribution, almost all values (99.7%) lie in the interval \([\mu - 3\sigma, \mu + 3\sigma]\). This range is used to absorb the intra-variation of a feature for a person. \(C_{ij}, E_{ij}\) are calculated from \(D_{ij}\) with the distance of a half of range, and \(h_{ij}\) is the height of the trapezoid:

\[
A_{i,j} = \min \{f_{i,m,j}\}, \ m = 1, 2, 3, \\
B_{i,j} = \max \{f_{i,m,j}\}, \ m = 1, 2, 3, \\
D_{i,j} = \frac{1}{3} \sum_{m=1}^{3} f_{i,m,j}, \\
C_{i,j} = D_{i,j} - \frac{1}{2} \text{range}, \\
E_{i,j} = D_{i,j} + \frac{1}{2} \text{range}, \\
\text{range} = 6\sigma.
\]

Fig. 6. Statistical data of the length feature of a person recorded 242 times at different moments

The system stores a set of parameters \(\{A_{ij}, B_{ij}, C_{ij}, E_{ij}\}, j = 1, 2, \ldots, 8\). The fuzzy similarity between the test user having \(x_j\) as the value of feature \(j\) with the referenced speaker \(s'_j\) regarding feature \(j\) is:
If \( A_{ij} \leq x_j \leq B_{ij} \),
\[
\text{FS}_{ij} = \frac{x_j - C_{ij}}{A_{ij} - C_{ij}},
\]
if \( C_{ij} < x_j < A_{ij} \),
\[
\text{FS}_{ij} = \frac{E_{ij} - x_j}{E_{ij} - B_{ij}},
\]
if \( B_{ij} < x_j < E_{ij} \),
\[
\text{FS}_{ij} = \begin{cases} \frac{x_j - C_{ij}}{A_{ij} - C_{ij}} & \text{if } C_{ij} < x_j < A_{ij} \\ \frac{E_{ij} - x_j}{E_{ij} - B_{ij}} & \text{if } B_{ij} < x_j < E_{ij} \\ 1 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

where \( A_{ij}, B_{ij}, C_{ij}, E_{ij} \) are the parameters of the TFS speaker model for feature \( j \) of \( s^* \). Following the same process for the other features, we get a set of fuzzy similarity scores. The final fuzzy similarity score is calculated based on fuzzy \( T \)-norm as the following:

\[
\text{FS}^*_j = T \left( \text{FS}^*_{ij} \right)
\]

Either the product \( T \)-norm or the minimum \( T \)-norm would give the same result; the latter, however, has shorter computation time. Thus, the minimum \( T \)-norm is chosen to calculate fuzzy similarity.

Based on the final score of the fuzzy similarity between the test user with the referenced speaker \( s^* \) on the database, we can verify whether the PIV of the test user and that of the referenced speaker is similar or not, thus deciding to accept or reject the test user. The final decision is done based on the following rule:

\[
\text{FS}^*_j > 0 \rightarrow \text{accept},
\]
\[
\text{FS}^*_j = 0 \rightarrow \text{reject}.
\]

3. Experimental results on speaker recognition

3.1. Database and description of the evaluation method and experiments

The experiments are performed on a voice database of 24 people. This database consists of utterances from 21 Japanese and 3 non-Japanese male speakers recorded at four different sessions. Each speaker is requested to speak the same word in all the four sessions, which is considered as his/her PIV. To estimate the variation of voice features, a PIV data uttered at 242 different sessions of a person is recorded. Through this statistical data, a variation range is estimated and then applied to calculate the TFS reference model for all the users. All the data is recorded in quiet classrooms at Tokyo Institute of Technology with a Olympus Voice-Trek V-61 recorder at 8 kHz mode.

The experiment is designed to evaluate two points: 1) the effectiveness of the proposed feature set; 2) the performance of the speaker recognition system, in
which identification and verification processes are involved. The use of the
database and the evaluation of the above two points are described below.

3.1.1. Effectiveness of the proposed feature set

The effectiveness of the proposed feature set is evaluated based on discriminate
ability [2], [20] and calculation time. The feature with higher discriminate ability,
that is, the one which can correctly distinguish more speakers, and with faster
calculation time is considered better. In this work, feature’s discriminate abilities
are defined based on the mean value and the width range calculated from the
statistical distribution of a user’s data recorded 242 times, which constitute an
extension of [2]. All the data recorded from 24 speakers at four different sessions is
used to calculate the discriminate ability. To equally evaluate the discriminate
ability of different features, all feature values are normalized to the interval [0, 1] as
the following expression:

\[
 f'_{i,m,j} = \frac{f_{i,m,j}}{\max_j(f_{i,m,j})}.
\]

In the definition given in [2] (Fig. 7a), the discriminate ability of one feature
between user 1 and user 2 is defined as:

\[
 d_{1,2} = \frac{a}{b},
\]

where \( a \) is the distance between the maximal feature value \( B_{1,j} \) of user 1 and
minimal value \( A_{2,j} \) of user 2, and \( b \) is the distance between the minimal feature
value \( A_{1,j} \) of user 1 and maximal feature value \( B_{2,j} \) of user 2. In this work, the use of
the distribution’s width as the range of feature value for each user (Fig. 7b) is
proposed, in other words, every user has the feature value range equal to the
distribution’s width. Each user’s vector has a different mean point, and from that
mean point, the minimal and maximal points of the feature value are calculated.
Therefore, the discriminate value between user 1 and user 2 is

\[
 d'_{1,2} = \frac{\Delta}{\delta} = \frac{C_{2,j} - E_{1,j}}{E_{2,j} - C_{1,j}}.
\]

Then, the discriminate ability of feature \( j \) for a specific database \( S \) is

\[
 D_j = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} d'_{i,k}.
\]

The higher the discriminate ability is, the better one feature can classify
speakers inside the database. If two features have the same discriminate ability, the
feature with shorter calculation time is considered to be better.
In addition, by building a discriminate table for each feature and then calculating the summary table, it is possible to evaluate whether the feature set can distinguish one speaker from the others or not.

3.1.2. Evaluation of the proposed recognition system

An auto access control system based on voice recognition aims to accept the registered speakers and reject un-registered ones. Accordingly, the experiments are divided into two tests in order to confirm the performance for users who are registered in database and for users who are not registered in the database.

For the former, cross validation is performed on the data recorded from 24 speakers at four different sessions. The data from three sessions are used for training and constructing speaker models and the data of the remaining session is used for testing. The training data is selected randomly from four sessions, and thus creates $4^{24}$ combinations. It is, however, time-consuming to test on all trials (combinations), thus we limit the number of trials to a level that is acceptable in calculation time and error margin. The experiment is done on 100 000 trials. For 99% confidence with 10 000 trials, we can obtain an error margin of

$$\frac{1.29}{\sqrt{n}} = \frac{1.29}{\sqrt{10000}} = 1.29\%$$

($n$ is number of samples or trials). The performance on this test is evaluated based on the average percentage of the three cases: the system 1) wrongly rejects a registered user (false positive errors); 2) accepts a registered one but recognize him/her as another person in the database; 3) truly accepts a registered user. In this test, the worst situation happens when a registered user is wrongly rejected (false positive errors).

For the latter, cross validation is also performed on the same data of 24 speakers. 20 speakers are randomly selected out of 24 speakers in order to train and three sessions among four are randomly chosen to construct the database of registered speakers. The data from the remaining 4 speakers are used for testing. This way of selecting data gives $24C_{20} \times 4C_{1} = 42 504$ combinations. Similarly, the experiment is performed on 11 442 trials to obtain an error margin of
1.29 / \sqrt{1442} = 1.20\% at 99\% confidence. The performance on this test is evaluated based on the average percentage of two cases: the system 1) wrongly accepts an unregistered user; 2) truly rejects an unregistered user. The occurrence of the former case (false negative errors) must be reduced.

At the same time, the performance of the proposed speaker recognition based on TFS is compared with that of the method based on nearest neighborhood approach using threshold values.

3.2. Experimental results on discriminate ability and calculation time

Table 1 shows the discriminate ability and calculation time of features for the database of 24 speakers. The features are Length, Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR), Bounded Variation Quantity (BVQ), Energy, Formant Frequency 1 (FF1), Formant Frequency 2 (FF2), Energy Increasing Frequency (EIF), and Voice Valley Number (VVN). The feature extraction code and speaker recognition one are programmed in Matlab 7.0 on a 1.8 GHz, Intel Core Duo CPU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Discriminate Ability</th>
<th>Calculation Time (ms)</th>
<th>Searching Order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>273.74</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BVQ</td>
<td>213.34</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>204.43</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVN</td>
<td>203.41</td>
<td>1.458</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF2</td>
<td>192.69</td>
<td>28.323</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIF</td>
<td>169.56</td>
<td>1.625</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF1</td>
<td>144.84</td>
<td>28.323</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZCR</td>
<td>144.17</td>
<td>1.146</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is shown that for this database of 24 users, the proposed two features BVQ and VVN have high discriminate ability, higher than conventional acoustic features such as FF1, and FF2, whereas the proposed EIF is higher than FF1, ZCR.

3.3. Performance comparison of speaker recognition based on the Nearest neighbor approach and the Proposed trapezoidal fuzzy similarity

In the first test, 3 sessions are randomly selected and speaker models are constructed based on these data. 10 000 trials are generated with different random combinations of three sessions out of four recording ones for the database. In the second test, 20 speakers are randomly chosen to construct the database of the registered speakers, and 3 among four sessions are also randomly chosen to build the reference speaker models for those 20 speakers. 11 442 trials are generated with different random combinations of 20 speakers out of 24 ones for the database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Without threshold</th>
<th>Threshold = 0.12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>False Positive Error (Wrongly Rejection – Test 1)</td>
<td>3.13%</td>
<td>51.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Negative Error (Wrongly Acceptance – Test 2)</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the nearest neighbor (NN) approach, there is a trade-off between the results for false positive error (wrong rejection of the registered users in the first test) and false negative error (wrong acceptance of the un-registered users in the second test). Table 2 shows the speaker recognition results for the nearest neighbor approach. Without any threshold, the recognition system based on NN approach leads to 3.13% of false positive error in average for test 1 with 10 000 trials and 100% of false negative error in average for test 2 with 11 442 trials. When the threshold for NN distance is set to 0.12 such that no false negative error exists, the average false positive error is 51.3%.

Instead of using a threshold value to decide whether to accept or reject a user, the TFS model is proposed to score the similarity between the closest reference speaker and the test user, and then decide to accept or reject the test user based on that similarity. On average, the proposed system shows no false negative error in the second test which means it rejects un-registered users 100% of the time as shown in Table 3. Table 4 shows the detailed results of the first test for the proposed recognition system. The proposed system has 21.25% of false positive error, 30.05% lower than the results for the NN-threshold approach. However, among the registered users who are accepted, some of them are wrongly recognized as a different one in the database.

### Table 3. Recognition result for the proposed system in the second test with the confidence of 99% and error margin of 1.20%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Average recognition result of 11442 trials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wrongly accepted (False negative)</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truly rejected</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Recognition result for the first test with the confidence of 99% and error margin of 1.29%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Average Result of 10 000 trials</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wrongly rejection (False positive)</td>
<td>21.25%</td>
<td>8.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truly acceptance but wrongly recognition</td>
<td>16.19%</td>
<td>6.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truly acceptance and truly recognition</td>
<td>62.56%</td>
<td>9.31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above result is the average result of 10000 trials, and the distribution of the accurately recognized cases is shown in Fig. 8.

### 4. Discussion

The proposed feature set is proved to be able to discriminate speakers for the database of 24 speakers. Experiments show that the two proposed features have comparatively higher discriminate abilities, comparing to the traditional features such as formant frequency, zero-cross rate and so on. The feature extraction process is also very fast, being possible for real-time applications.

With only three short utterances in the enrolment process, the proposed system can truly reject 100% of un-registered users and accept 78.75% of registered
speakers. This result is reliable for the database of 24 speakers. However, it is necessary to test it on larger databases. Also, for practical applications, it is necessary to minimize the false positive and false negative errors to zero. It is observed that there are some speakers who are more difficult to be distinguished from others, or in other words, have a higher probability of being mis-recognized. To reduce this error, the capture of inter-speaker information as proposed in [11] is one of the possible solutions. Another problem comes from the data itself. Even if all the data is recorded in a quiet room, the presence of noise as well as echoes is unavoidable, and they affect the recognition performance.

The proposed method shows to be effective in computation time on both the training process and the recognition process. Another advantage of the proposed method is that each time a new user is added to the database, it is not necessary to train the database again to find a new set of parameters such as in other methods using Gaussian mixture model or neural networks. Instead, it is just necessary to calculate the reference models for the newly added speaker.

5. Conclusion

A speaker recognition method based on Trapezoidal Fuzzy Similarity is proposed. A set of five conventional acoustic features and three new features is used to estimate speaker models based on PIVs uttered three times by each user. This feature set is evaluated and verified to be effective based on the ability of discriminating users inside the database. These speaker models are referenced to find out the registered user closest to the test user. However, because the number of utterance is limited, it is difficult to capture the variation of a person at different
times. Thus, a statistical data created from a PIV uttered 242 times by one person is used to calculate the variation range used to build the Trapezoidal Fuzzy Similarity for each user. These models are used to evaluate the similarity between the closest speaker and the test user, so that the system can decide whether to accept or reject the test user. The proposed system can truly reject 100% of un-registered users and accept 78.75% of registered speakers, 30.05% higher than the nearest neighbor method using the threshold that can reject 100% of un-registered users.

The experiment data can be statistically processed in common, considering only the evaluation of a commonly averaged $\sigma$ for the common Gaussian model. The fact, however, is that the deviation of the data from three times is not reliable enough, the common average $\sigma$ which is again based on these unreliable variations, thus is not reliable. Furthermore, it is more difficult to take many data points (record many times) for many persons than to take a lot of data from only one person. Therefore, we do not consider the above statistical process, due to the reliability of the data as well as the feasibility on the real system.
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